
RusticChic
Simply Elegant. Lauren created 

a space of elegance and simplicity with 

her carefully chosen furniture pieces and 

décor. The white walls and off-white 

sofa create a humble foundation for the 

room, while the chic and sleek design of 

the coffee table and chair add an air of 

sophistication to the space. 

Touches of rustic and colorful 
décor combine to create 

unique Southern charm in this 
North Carolina living room.
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Comfortable elegance is the foundation on which 

Southern style is based. At the forefront of this 

style are the desires to entertain and incorporate natural 

elements in the décor. Lauren Nicole of Lauren Nicole 

Designs, who was the previous owner of this home, 

kept these essentials in mind when decorating this 

exquisite living room in [[TK-intern getting answer]] 

and focused not only on the classic necessities but also 

on rustic and colorful pieces to create a unique blend of 

Southern charm.  

A Dash of Rural
To keep things balanced, Lauren started by painting 

the living room—including the original brick mantel 

and fireplace—a crisp, clean white. Once her neutral 

background was achieved, she began to bring in rustic 

pieces to create a charming country feel in the room. 

For example, the chandelier combines iron with wood 

and serves as a rural focal piece. Above the fireplace, 

Lauren notched a reclaimed wood beam to the white 

brick, creating an eye-popping contrast. She says the 

wood beam adds a soft, natural and rustic element to 

the Southern architecture. For a chic touch, she placed a 

painting above the mantel that exudes elegance, with its 

vibrant gold and soothing teal colors. 

Rustic Charm. The wooden tabletop, 

chandelier and beam above the fireplace mantel 

provide a contrast in the otherwise traditional 

living room. These rustic pieces help infuse 

outdoor elements into the space.

Functional Pieces. Roman shades replaced 

the room’s original wooden blinds and serve as a 

functional and aesthetic change. When lowered, 

the shades create a private sitting area, but when 

raised during the day they let natural light flood 

the room. The relaxed and casual folds of the 

shades fit a traditional décor and play nicely into 

the overall style of the room.
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Creating Space. The credenza 

is 104 inches of beautiful wooden 

storage. It provides a hiding place for 

blankets and other household items, 

and its reflective surface catches the 

light, making the room feel larger.
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Southern 
DESIGN 
TIPS
5 tips on how to create a timeless 
Southern style.

With ever-changing seasons, it 
can be a challenge to put together a 

space that lasts all year round. Here are 

Lauren’s tips on how to overcome this 

challenge.

1. Create a light and bright neutral 

backdrop with white walls or a light 

and subtle wallpaper pattern. This 

will allow your décor to coordinate 

no matter what season. 

2. Add fun elements to your core piece, 

like patterned pillows to your couch 

or colorful floral arrangements and 

decorative bowls or trays for your 

coffee table. 

3. Depending on the season, feature 

brightly colored pillows and flowers 

in spring and darker, muted colors in 

the fall and winter.  

4. Balance your light elements with a 

few dark accents. That way, you can 

highlight the bright pieces in the 

spring and feature the darker rustic 

pieces in the fall. 

5. Keeping your large foundation 

pieces, such as your furniture, 

neutral allows you to display them 

year-round while simply changing 

out the accent pieces to go with each 

season or holiday.

Pops of Color
Lauren enjoys creating what she calls a “preppy Southern 

charm.” She believes this helps create, “a room you walk into 

and immediately feel happy.” 

To achieve this look, she used different pieces to bring color 

into the otherwise neutral space. Pillows and artwork were a 

great place to start. On the couch, Lauren chose pillows with 

vibrant patterns in deep orange and green. A lovely floral 

arrangement of pink and yellow flowers interspersed with 

lots of greenery decorates the rustic table in the middle of the 

room. “I was trying to combine a lot of different elements into 

this space,” she says. With her skillful combination of color 

and rustic pieces, Lauren created a comfortable and inviting 

living room with a uniquely Southern charm. 

See Sources, Page 112

Traditionally Southern. To spruce up this bare space, Lauren found a small bench that boasts traditional 

Southern style with its Jenny Lind-style legs. To create a fresh and relaxed vibe, Lauren paired the bench with 

colorful pillows and artwork on a French linen canvas.

Natural Elements. The console table holds a boxwood garland. The 

boxwood was preserved and succeeds in adding a natural element to the 

décor. It is paired with elegant cotton pod placed inside a brass colored tray.

“I was trying to combine a lot of 
different elements into this space.”
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